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WHERE IS THIS LOG WOOD ??
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Ed's Bit
What a competitive lot you are !! The atmosphere waiting
to see who had won between LOG and HALO at Compass
Sport was thick. We managed to win by just 6 points
which now means we are once again in the final round.
Sunshine and light nights are now with us, this gives our
immune system a boost so I hope to see lots of you at
training on Thurs nights getting ready to beat HALO once
again at the Lincs Challenge on 24th May.
Many thanks to all entries (especially Nikki )for the ‘Wood’
comp but only the one right answer ‘Londonthorpe’, well
done Amanda, do you know this month’s? Thanks also to
all contributors of this news.
Have some great runs

Anne
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CHAIRMAN’s PIECE
We’re now nearly at the halfway point of the year and already most of the major
championships in the orienteering calendar are behind us, with the JK and the
British Long & Relay Champs a distant fading memory. The JK was super, with the
fast southern areas playing to LOG’s strengths, and we had a good showing in
both the individual and relay races there, with the men’s team finishing only just
off the podium in the M120+ class and recording their best result in the
competition. Oh, and some punter from LOG won a silver in the sprint… The
British champs saw a smaller contingent and we had only one relay team, but
Toby, Hannah and Ben all had a great time and finished a respectable 6th of 12
teams in the junior ad-hoc class. It’s now a few months before the British Middle
and Sprints down in the south again and it’ll be interesting to see what the boys
and girls can do there. Finally, congrats to Tanya Taylor for becoming the W45
champion at the Midlands Champs in March, a not insignificant achievement and
she was the only LOG’er to claim a title at our premier regional event this year.
On the club front, the team qualified successfully for the CompassSport final, but
it was a close run thing on the day. With only a few runners left in the forest, we
were lagging behind our rivals, HALO, and it was only down to some superb runs
from Paul Barnes, Liam Harrington and Joanne Nell, that we managed to overhaul
their total and squeak across the finish line. Thanks to all the helpers on the day
and, in particular, Karen Williams for her planning, Sean H for his organising and
the Lucas’ for their tech skills. So, onto the final in Devon in October and I hope
as many of you as possible can make the long journey down to Dartmoor to make
sure we acquit ourselves well. I know it’s a big ask to get a large turn-out from
the club, but I’d really like to avoid us coming last in my final year as chairman!
The local scene saw the highly successful Spring series of 6 events come and go
in the last two months, and I’d like to thank the planners, Clare Hanna, Geoff
Gibbs, Jeff Baker, Ali Wright & Kev Rice for conjuring up some great courses. Over
85 runners and groups came along to at least one of the events and it was
remarkable that we had no complaints regarding controls in the wrong place,
courses being too easy/difficult or maps being rubbish - a testimony to all the
planners for their hard work and we are in fine shape now on that front, with
several individuals in the club having a good bank of experience to rely on. It was
only a few years ago that we were very light on planners and we had to train up
a significant number of novices, but thankfully we are in a much better position
now. Running the events early in the spring is always a challenge with the light
fading quickly in the early races, but it means we can enjoy our woodlands at their
best before the undergrowth begins to pick up and we have to resort to a ‘two
pant’ strategy!
My last thought is now keeping this momentum going into the Lincs Urban League
and seeing a good turn-out at these events. All the details of the series are on the
usual pages on the website. Finally, don’t forget, we have the annual Lincs
Challenge Shield against HALO at their event next Wednesday in Primrose Warren
woods - hope to see you there!
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BOC 2017
LOG RESULTS
Joshua Bones M10A 11th
Toby Williams M14A 10th
Ben Mather M14A 19th
Stephen Bones M35S 2nd
John Mather M45L 29th
Justin Williams M50L 10th
Paul Murgatroyd M50S 1st
Hannah Mather W12A 17th
Karen Williams W45S 5th
LOG Mini Imps (Toby, Hannah, Ben)
Junior Ad-Hoc 6th

Congrats to all

MIDLAND CHAMPS
Toby Williams 2nd M14
Paul Murgatroyd 2nd M50
Amanda Roberts 3rd W55
Paul Murgatroyd

Tanya Taylor

2nd Sprint JK

Midland Champs 1st

SPRING SERIES
Short

- Sarah

Medium Tanya
Tech

Paul

Relay Team
Sean
Kathryn
Liam
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Compass Sport Trophy
12th March 2017

Planner Karen Williams

Having grown up near Burwell, and with some spare time, I was prompted to
volunteer to plan. Before the arrival of our third child we would plan, organise or
control regularly and it was great to be out in the wood surveying again. The side
effect of planning was that it allowed my Dad to reminisce about his youth; 70
years ago, this seemed to involve a lot of selling bull reeds on Louth market.
These days the ‘local youths’ visit the woods as dusk approaches, with guns to
shoot the pigeons. It was quite a shock when a man with gun and mask stepped
onto the path right in front of me whilst I was putting out controls on Saturday.
After that the event seemed very straight forward and safe. Thanks to Sean for
heeding my panicked email on Saturday evening and quickly putting out signs to
warn the locals of 300 runners in the woods.
Personally I avoid undergrowth – especially brambles and tried to plan courses to
avoid them. Cross overs and turning controls were used to get the distance and
I was quite pleased with myself when I did not need to use back-to-back maps
[small things ….] It seems that Burwell is more physical than our out-of-area
visitors expected! The Wolds aren’t flat! Hopefully you enjoyed your courses and
saw some of the deer and wild boar whilst orienteering. Comments about the
courses seemed to be positive. The only negative comment involved a possible
route choice for one leg on the short brown course, but if you wanted to go that
way – you’re a fool [my opinion of course!]. Remember I avoid green!
I must thank Pete for controlling – his advice was great and help appreciated.
Also Justin for stepping in when Pete hurt his back, hopefully Pete will be back
running soon. Hazel for helping to put out the controls and running some of the
legs – Mum isn’t fit enough anymore! Andy for taking the flak – entries is always
a nightmare job; and Sean for organising. Plus all those people who stayed to
collect controls; it was much appreciated and meant that everything was
wrapped up early.
Well done to all who ran, making sure that LOG qualified for the final.
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COMPASS SPORT FINAL 22nd October 2017
At Virtuous Lady, Yelverton, DEVON

No need to take your car as we hope to hire a mini bus and drive
down, stay overnight on Friday 20th possibly at Bristol and continue
Sat morn.

To do some geeking

BROOKS O NIGHT
Run from Lincolnshire Runner
Come and promote you club
Monday 12th June
www.logonline.org.uk
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O Tips

THUMBING - this is a very simple but powerful technique that makes it easier
to keep track of your location and read the necessary information on the map.
Just fold the map somewhat to the side of the route from your current location
to you next control and hold it in your hand so that your thumb is pointing to
your current location. Then, as you move along, move your thumb every time
you reach a feature in the terrain marked on the map so that your thumb
always points to your most recent known location. Your thumb therefore
becomes the equivalent of a You Are Here marker on the map.
Check your control description Once you have found a control you always
need to check that the code on your control description sheet matches the code
on the control. You should also check that the control is situated on the correct
feature on your map. You will then know for sure that you have reached the
correct control.
Like anything else practice is the only way to develop skills. LOG offers regular
training sessions which also double up as socials because Orienteering is an
individual sport and serious competitors are always aware of other people but
rarely follow because in a big event there may be over 8 courses, or more,
going on simultaneously so following is not an option.

LOG Training Thurs Evenings
6.30pm start
www.logonline.org.uk

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
PALIJAR TAMANG
CRAIG ALEXANDER
TIMOTHY ALEXANDER
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ELLIE WEST
PETE YARWOOD
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EMJOS & NEJOS our next generation of orienteers.
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LOG
22 June

Lincoln East End

7 July

Sleaford

20 July

Branston

22 July

Hagworthingham

20 Aug

Lincoln City

HALO
24 May

Primrose Hill

24 June Hull City
25 June

Hull City

28 June

Market Rasen

12 July

Caistor

26 July

Willows & Freshney
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NOC
17th June

EM Sprint Challenge
The Meadows

DVO
21st May

Calke Abbey

2nd June Longstone Moor

LEI
18th June EMOA Urban
Loughborough Uni

LINCS CHALLENGE SHIELD 24 th MAY
PRIMROSE HILL

HALO V LOG
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Chamber Wood March 30th 2017 Clare Hanna

o alright then....
Chambers Farm posed some planning challenges as Forestry Commission work
rendered some areas out of bounds, some of green is very green and other blocks are
bit too technical to lead novices through. The difficulty is to make courses that give
some genuine route choice ie not run round the path or run through a load of
brambles. The state of the paths and rides - very boggy - meant all courses were
quite physical. For the first event of the Spring Series, I thought it would be fun for
the Technical to build on some of the club night training sessions and went for a part
memory exercise. Only the first four controls were shown on a partial map, thereafter
at each control there was a map excerpt showing the location of the next control.
On the short Sarah Pike led the rest home in just under 31 minutes. Some of the
scout groups got value for money with one emerging from the gloom in 81 minutes.
On the Long, Tanya Taylor beat Marcus Lancastle by under a minute with Mark
Hebdon taking the final podium position. Paul Murgatroyd came in first on the
Technical in just over 38 minutes. Most finished - although controls 10 and 11
defeated some. Apologies to Amanda whose map reading and memory were more
precise than my control hanging leading to her running past the final control.

Stapleford Woods April 6th 2017 Kev Rice

The honour fell to me to plan the second spring series evening event
of 2017 at Stapleford Woods a LOG mapped area I have always
enjoyed running in.
Anne and myself had somewhat of a battle to gain permission
from the Forestry Commission to use the woods as they had a forest
harvesting plan (posh word for cutting down many trees!) starting in April.
Most of the tree felling was happening on the east side of the public road which
runs north-south and cuts Stapleford Woods in half so I decided to keep all the event
routes in the western woods where some areas are great for off piste running but
other areas are heavily brambled and this ground cover has hidden many small gullies
and channels.
The short and long routes were normal line courses but to give the technical
course a bit of bite I planned an odds and evens score course, an idea which came
about after chat over a pint with Brian from HALO after one of this years night events,
thanks Brian.
An excellent entry of 45 competitors turned out on a lovely warm spring
evening, even my son Scott, back from university, broke into a sweat and had a good
run on the tech course.
Well done to all especially, David Jolly, Alison Wright and Paul Barnes who won
the tech, short and long courses on the night.
Anyway thanks again for all who turned up, and those who stayed behind to
collect controls, that’s my planning stint over for a while so I can now concentrate on
not getting lost.
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Stoke Rochford 13th April 2017 by Jeff Baker
Stoke Rochford is quite a difficult place to plan courses on because it’s
so open, although not flat by any means, the running between controls
tends to be faster than normal. Consequently courses tend to be a bit
longer than other events in the series. The short course stayed in the
general area of the Hotel and was 2.9kms Only five runners on this
course with the quickest being Paul’s wife Lisa. I suspect there might
have been a little help from her shadow. Nice to see her running though. On the
Long course which was roughly 6.5km taking into account the climb Tanya went
round in just over 32 minutes. I don’t think this was a surprise seeing that she lives
400m away and both her and her dog know every inch of the area. Sorting out
something to do for the technical was a bit of a problem. I then remembered reading
an article about mirror mapping and so I went for this option. As it turned out it
proved a bit of a challenge for some people especially the first control where I
watched people disappearing in all directions. The longest time for the 200m leg
nearly 10mins. One nameless person was heard saying he held his map up to the
sun. I thought he was praying to it like the Incas. Everyone seemed to enjoy it
though or at least they were laughing about it afterwards. In all 32 people turned
up which I thought was good considering some were disappearing to the JK the next
day.

OSTLERS PLANTATION 20TH April 2017 by Paul Murgatroyd
The Spring series is a great format for a creative planner, allowing your
imagination to run wild on the Technical course and we certainly saw
some challenging courses designed by the team this year. It was, since
last year’s event at Ostler’s, my idea to plan here in 2017 in order to,
firstly, sort out and update the map, which was starting to show its age
and, secondly, use what I think is one of our most runnable forests to
create technical challenges full of the best bits, including the green
young plantations that are now starting to open up and offer some tricky point
feature-style locations. It’s reminiscent of Scotland, with it’s pines and heather, but
without the killer hills!
I enjoyed my two mapping trips to Ostler’s in the early spring, which enabled
updates to the map, where needed, the occasional tweaking of features already on
there and the addition of one or two newly found ditches, particularly in the green
areas that were now ‘slow run’. The Short and Long were straight forward, with the
idea to use the usual easy to find controls, but with as many route choice options as
could be allowed on a TD3 course and to also give the more capable orienteer the
chance to run straight when they could. The blocks of white forest were looking really
great, with some fast underfoot conditions and very little undergrowth around at this
time of the year. The 2.7k Short was won by RAFO’s Nosheen Chaudry in just under
23 minutes and the 5k Long win was claimed by Philip Johnston-Davis, who stormed
round in 31:30, just over 30 seconds ahead of Paul Barnes.
On the Technical, I decided to re-use the ‘Hub’ score concept, which was first
introduced a couple of years ago at South Common. With one of three ‘hub’ controls
being needed to be visited every third control, this added another layer of challenge
to the standard concept of a 45 minute score event. It caught out the Mathers, as
they both missed out the odd hub and received penalties for it, but everyone else
seemed to hit this one on the head. Liam Harrington was the only one of the 9 runners
taking up this challenge to score the maximum 230 points available and had just
under a minute and a half to spare.
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SOUTH COMMON 27TH April 2017 by Geoff Gibbs
Some like it and some don’t but Lincoln’s South Common is always
respected as a challenge. The day had been dull and started raining as I
was putting the courses out. Just as people were about to start, the sky
cleared and even a little sun came out.
The Short course was very busy, enhanced by four Scout groups. It used all the
open area the lower part could offer. The Long had more climb and a few nettles
in ‘Dodgy Corner’. I hoped a Map Memory section followed by a Score, would
slow most Technical sprinters down a little, but no chance. Four runners
collected all 20 controls.
Short - - John Mather, Richard Baptista, Sarah Pike.
Long - - Tanya Taylor, Paul Barnes, Mark Hebden.
Technical - - Paul M, Simon Kippin, Liam H.
Remember what I said about the nice weather? Well, it didn’t last. We got
soaked and frozen putting the kit away. I ♥orienteering !!

RISEHOLME

STAR WARS DAY 4TH May 2017 by Allison Wright

Planning this event seemed like an absolute doddle, not only have I
known the area well for many years,it was also next to the extremely
small hamlet where I live. What I failed to predict however was that
due to my clumsiness that morning I would miss a couple of stairs out
at home and end up spraining my ankle. What was going to be a jog
around over a couple of hours to set up, turned into a four hour hobble!
The rest of the event and the pub I must admit was a bit of a blur as the
codeine had kicked in and I began to space out a bit.
The turnout was good with 31 competitors making up the 10 teams- all with a Star
Wars themed name. My prediction Team Kenobi (Barnesy/ Jo/ Chris) crumbled under
the pressure and managed a 3rd place finish. Second placed Darth Vadar (Phil, Kev,
Amanda M) were pipped at the post by Team Yoda made up by the on form Kathryn
and Liam managing to pull along Sean who is recovering from injury. Special mentions have to go to Amanda R who had a rare 'moment' mixing up no1 with the last
control on the second leg, and Hannah who despite running on the opposite side of
the map for the 1st leg made a spectacular comeback on her second loop.
As for the final series results- Paul M (who surely must be NC by now) managed to
nip in front of Liam and Dave Jolly to claim the technical league, Tanya Taylor added
YET ANOTHER Long league victory to her roll of honour, and Spikey who is batting
well below her capabilities won the short league.
...apologies to those that got stung it appears we are now definitely in the two-pant O
season for non urban events.
Thank you to the Parkinson's and Gibb's for providing the treats, and to those that
went out to collect the controls in at the end.
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MASS START
As start time approaches entrants are trying to contain their excitement
and are ready to unleash their full potential .
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Keep up to date with LOG on
Facebook –
Lincoln Orienteering Group
Twitter - @ LOGGERSLATEST
Web site –
www.logonline.org.uk
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